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Structure of Data Mining:

Generally, data mining (sometimes called data or knowl-
edge discovery) is the process of analyzing data from 
different perspectives and summarizing it into useful 
information - information that can be used to increase 
revenue, cuts costs, or both. Data mining software is 
one of a number of analytical tools for analyzing data. 
It allows users to analyze data from many different di-
mensions or angles, categorize it, and summarize the 
relationships identified. Technically, data mining is the 
process of finding correlations or patterns among doz-
ens of fields in large relational databases.

BIG DATA:

Streaming data analysis in real time is becoming the 
fastest and most efficient way to obtain useful knowl-
edge from what is happening now, allowing organiza-
tions to react quickly when problems appear or to de-
tect new trends helping to improve their performance. 
Evolving data streams are contributing to the growth 
of data created over the last few years. We are creat-
ing the same quantity of data every two days, as we 
created from the dawn of time up until 2003. Evolv-
ing data streams methods are becoming a low-cost, 
green methodology for real time online prediction and 
analysis. We discuss the current and future trends of 
mining evolving data streams, and the challenges that 
the field will have to overcome during the next years.
Nowadays, the quantity of data that is created every 
two days is estimated to be 5 exabytes. This amount 
of data is similar to the amount of data created from 
the dawn of time up until 2003. Moreover, it was esti-
mated that 2007 was the first year in which it was not 
possible to store all the data that we are producing. 
This massive amount of data opens new challenging 
discovery tasks.

Abstract:

Big Data is a new term used to identify the datasets 
that due to their large size and complexity, we can not 
manage them with our current methodologies or data 
mining software tools. Big Data mining is the capability 
of extracting useful information from these large data-
sets or streams of data, that due to its volume, variabil-
ity, and velocity, it was not possible before to do it. 

This paper presents a HACE theorem that characterizes 
the features of the Big Data revolution, and proposes 
a Big Data processing model, from the data mining 
perspective. This data-driven model involves demand-
driven aggregation of information sources, mining and 
analysis, user interest modeling, and security and pri-
vacy considerations. We analyze the challenging issues 
in the data-driven model and also in the Big Data revo-
lution.

Index terms:

Big Data, autonomous sources, complex and evolving 
associations, data mining, heterogeneity.
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This threat will need to be understood and carefully 
managed. The potential value of big data is a function 
of the number of relevant, disparate datasets that can 
be linked and analysed to reveal new patterns, trends 
and insights. Public trust in government agencies is re-
quired before citizens will be able to understand that 
such linking and analysis can take place while preserv-
ing the privacy rights of individuals.

B. Data management and sharing :

Accessible information is the lifeblood of a robust de-
mocracy and a productive economy.2 Government 
agencies realise that for data to have any value it needs 
to be discoverable, accessible and usable, and the sig-
nificance of these requirements only increases as the 
discussion turns towards big data. Government agen-
cies must achieve these requirements whilst still ad-
hering to privacy laws. The processes surrounding the 
way data is collected, handled, utilised and managed 
by agencies will need to be aligned with all relevant 
legislative and regulatory instruments with a focus on 
making the data available for analysis in a lawful, con-
trolled and meaningful way. 

Data also needs to be accurate, complete and timely if 
it is to be used to support complex analysis and deci-
sion making. For these reasons, management and gov-
ernance focus needs to be on making data open and 
available across government via standardised APIs, 
formats and metadata. Improved quality of data will 
produce tangible benefits in terms of business intelli-
gence, decision making, sustainable cost-savings and 
productivity improvements. The current trend towards 
open data and open government has seen a focus on 
making data sets available to the public, however these 
„open initiatives need to also put focus on making data 
open, available and standardised within and between 
agencies in such a way that allows inter-governmental 
agency use and collaboration to the extent made pos-
sible by the privacy laws.

C.Technology and analytical systems :

The emergence of big data and the potential to under-
take complex analysis of very large data sets is, essen-
tially, a consequence of recent advances in the technol-
ogy that allow this.

Data stream real time analytics are needed to manage 
the data currently generated, at an ever increasing rate, 
from such applications as: sensor networks, measure-
ments in network monitoring and traffic management, 
log records or click-streams in web exploring, manufac-
turing processes, call detail records, email, blogging, 
twitter posts and others. In fact, all data generated 
can be considered as streaming data or as a snapshot 
of streaming data, since it is obtained from an interval 
of time.In the data stream model, data arrive at high 
speed, and algorithms that process them must do so 
under very strict constraints of space and time. Conse-
quently, data streams pose several challenges for data 
mining algorithm design. First, algorithms must make 
use of limited resources (time and memory). Second, 
they must deal with data whose nature or distribution 
changes over time.

CHALLENGES IN BIG DATA:

Meeting the challenges presented by big data will be 
difficult. The volume of data is already enormous and 
increasing every day. The velocity of its generation and 
growth is increasing, driven in part by the prolifera-
tion of internet connected devices. Furthermore, the 
variety of data being generated is also expanding, and 
organization‟s capability to capture and process this 
data is limited. Current technology, architecture, man-
agement and analysis approaches are unable to cope 
with the flood of data, and organizations will need to 
change the way they think about, plan, govern, man-
age, process and report on data to realize the potential 
of big data.

A. Privacy, security and trust:

The use of big data by government agencies will not 
change this; rather it may add an additional layer of 
complexity in terms of managing information security 
risks. Big data sources, the transport and delivery sys-
tems within and across agencies, and the end points for 
this data will all become targets of interest for hackers, 
both local and international and will need to be pro-
tected. The public release of large machine-readable 
data sets, as part of the open government policy, could 
potentially provide an opportunity for unfriendly state 
and non-state actors to glean sensitive information, or 
create a mosaic of exploitable information from appar-
ently innocuous data.
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Rank Mass crawler, the FPR-title-host algorithm re-
duces computational overhead by a factor as great as 
three in running time while improving effectiveness by 
5 % in cumulative PageRank.

PROBLEMS IN CURRENT SYSTEM:

The rise of Big Data applications where data collection 
has grown tremen dously and is beyond the ability of 
commonly used software tools to capture, manage, 
and process within a “tolerable elapsed time.” The 
most fundamental challenge for Big Data applications 
is to explore the large volumes of data and extract 
useful information or knowledge for future actions. In 
many situations, the knowledge extraction process has 
to be very efficient and close to real time because stor-
ing all observed data is nearly infeasible. The unprece-
dented data volumes require an effective data analysis 
and prediction platform to achieve fast response and 
real-time classification for such Big Data.

Drawbacks:

The challenges at Tier I focus on data accessing and 
arithmetic computing procedures. Because Big Data 
are often stored at different locations and data vol-
umes may continuously grow, an effective computing 
platform will have to take distributed large-scale data 
storage into consideration for computing.The chal-
lenges at Tier II center around semantics and domain 
knowledge for different Big Data applications. Such 
information can provide additional benefits to the min-
ing process, as well as add technical barriers to the Big 
Data access (Tier I) and mining algorithms (Tier III). At 
Tier III, the data mining challenges concentrate on al-
gorithm designs in tackling the difficulties raised by the 
Big Data volumes, distributed data distributions, and by 
complex and dynamic data characteristics.We propose 
a HACE theorem to model Big Data characteristics. The 
characteristics of HACH make it an extreme challenge 
for discovering useful knowledge from the Big Data. 
The HACE theorem suggests that the key characteris-
tics of the Big Data are 1) huge with heterogeneous and 
diverse data sources, 2) autonomous with distributed 
and decentralized control, and 3) complex and evolv-
ing in data and knowledge associations. To support Big 
Data mining, high-performance computing platforms 
are required, which impose systematic designs to un-
leash the full power of the Big Data. 

If big data analytics is to be adopted by agencies, a large 
amount of stress may be placed upon current ICT sys-
tems and solutions which presently carry the burden of 
processing, analysing and archiving data. Government 
agencies will need to manage these new requirements 
efficiently in order to deliver net benefits through the 
adoption of new technologies.

LITERATURE SURVEY:

Dynamic networks have recently being recognized as 
a powerful abstraction to model and represent the 
temporal changes and dynamic aspects of the data 
underlying many complex systems. Significant insights 
regarding the stable relational patterns among the en-
tities can be gained by analyzing temporal evolution of 
the complex entity relations. This can help identify the 
transitions from one conserved state to the next and 
may provide evidence to the existence of external fac-
tors that are responsible for changing the stable rela-
tional patterns in these networks. 

This paper presents a new data mining method that an-
alyzes the time-persistent relations or states between 
the entities of the dynamic networks and captures all 
maximal non-redundant evolution paths of the stable 
relational states. Experimental results based on mul-
tiple datasets from real-world applications show that 
the method is efficient and scalable.

Web crawlers are essential to many Web applications, 
such as Web search engines, Web archives, and Web 
directories, which maintain Web pages in their local re-
positories. In this paper, we study the problem of crawl 
scheduling that biases crawl ordering toward impor-
tant pages. We propose a set of crawling algorithms 
for effective and efficient crawl ordering by prioritizing 
important pages with the well-known PageRank as the 
importance metric. 

In order to score URLs, the proposed algorithms utilize 
various features, including partial link structure, inter-
host links, page titles, and topic relevance. We conduct 
a large-scale experiment using publicly available data 
sets to examine the effect of each feature on crawl 
ordering and evaluate the performance of many algo-
rithms. The experimental results verify the efficacy of 
our schemes. In particular, compared with the repre-
sentative
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A. Huge with heterogeneous and diverse data 
sources:

One of the fundamental characteristics of the Big Data 
is the huge volume of data represented by heteroge-
neous and diverse dimensionalities. This huge volume 
of data comes from various sites like Twitter, MySpace, 
Orkut and LinkedIn etc.

B. Decentralized control:

Autonomous data sources with distributed and decen-
tralized controls are a main characteristic of Big Data 
applications. Being autonomous, each data source is 
able to generate and collect information without in-
volving (or relying on) any centralized control. This is 
similar to the World Wide Web (WWW) setting where 
each web server provides a certain amount of informa-
tion and each server is able to fully function without 
necessarily relying on other servers.

C. Complex data and knowledge associations:

Multistructure, multisource data is complex data, Ex-
amples of complex data types are bills of materials, 
word processing documents, maps, time-series, im-
ages and video. Such combined characteristics suggest 
that Big Data require a “big mind” to consolidate data 
for maximum values.

IMPLEMENTATION:

Integrating and mining biodata:

We have integrated and mined biodata from multiple 
sources to decipher and utilize the structure of biologi-
cal networks to shed new insights on the functions of 
biological systems. We address the theoretical under-
pinnings and current and future enabling technolo-
gies for integrating and mining biological networks. 
We have expanded and integrated the techniques and 
methods in information acquisition, transmission, and 
processing for information networks. We have devel-
oped methods for semantic-based data integra-tion, 
automated hypothesis generation from mined data, 
and automated scalable analytical tools to evaluate 
simulation results and refine models.

Provide most relevant and most accurate social sens-
ing feedback to better understand our society at real 
time.

HACE:

 Big Data starts with large-volume, heterogeneous, au-
tonomous sources with distributed and decentralized 
control, and seeks to explore complex and evolving 
relationships among data.These characteristics make 
it an extreme challenge for discovering useful knowl-
edge from the Big Data. 

In a naïve sense, we can imagine that a number of blind 
men are trying to size up a giant Camel, which will be 
the Big Data in this context. The goal of each blind man 
is to draw a picture (or conclusion) of the Camel ac-
cording to the part of information he collects during 
the process. 

Because each persons  view is limited to his local re-
gion, it is not surprising that the blind men will each 
conclude independently that the camel “feels” like a 
rope, a hose, or a wall, depending on the region each 
of them is limited to. To make the problem even more 
complicated, let us assume that the camel is growing 
rapidly and its pose changes constantly, and each blind 
man may have his own (possible unreliable and inac-
curate) information sources that tell him about biased 
knowledge about the camel (e.g., one blind man may 
exchange his feeling about the camel with another 
blind man, where the exchanged knowledge is inher-
ently biased). 

Exploring the Big Data in this scenario is equivalent to 
aggregating heterogeneous information from differ-
ent sources (blind men) to help draw a best possible 
picture to reveal the genuine gesture of the camel in 
a real-time fashion. Indeed, this task is not as simple 
as asking each blind man to describe his feelings about 
the camel and then getting an expert to draw one sin-
gle picture with a combined view, concerning that each 
individual may speak a different language (heteroge-
neous and diverse information sources) and they may 
even have privacy concerns about the messages they 
deliberate in the information exchange process. The 
term Big Data literally concerns about data volumes, 
HACE theorem suggests that the key characteristics of 
the Big Data are
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Rank Mass crawler, the FPR-title-host algorithm re-
duces computational overhead by a factor as great as 
three in running time while improving effectiveness by 
5 % in cumulative PageRank.

PROBLEMS IN CURRENT SYSTEM:

The rise of Big Data applications where data collection 
has grown tremen dously and is beyond the ability of 
commonly used software tools to capture, manage, 
and process within a “tolerable elapsed time.” The 
most fundamental challenge for Big Data applications 
is to explore the large volumes of data and extract 
useful information or knowledge for future actions. In 
many situations, the knowledge extraction process has 
to be very efficient and close to real time because stor-
ing all observed data is nearly infeasible. The unprece-
dented data volumes require an effective data analysis 
and prediction platform to achieve fast response and 
real-time classification for such Big Data.

Drawbacks:

The challenges at Tier I focus on data accessing and 
arithmetic computing procedures. Because Big Data 
are often stored at different locations and data vol-
umes may continuously grow, an effective computing 
platform will have to take distributed large-scale data 
storage into consideration for computing.The chal-
lenges at Tier II center around semantics and domain 
knowledge for different Big Data applications. Such 
information can provide additional benefits to the min-
ing process, as well as add technical barriers to the Big 
Data access (Tier I) and mining algorithms (Tier III). At 
Tier III, the data mining challenges concentrate on al-
gorithm designs in tackling the difficulties raised by the 
Big Data volumes, distributed data distributions, and by 
complex and dynamic data characteristics.We propose 
a HACE theorem to model Big Data characteristics. The 
characteristics of HACH make it an extreme challenge 
for discovering useful knowledge from the Big Data. 
The HACE theorem suggests that the key characteris-
tics of the Big Data are 1) huge with heterogeneous and 
diverse data sources, 2) autonomous with distributed 
and decentralized control, and 3) complex and evolv-
ing in data and knowledge associations. To support Big 
Data mining, high-performance computing platforms 
are required, which impose systematic designs to un-
leash the full power of the Big Data. 

If big data analytics is to be adopted by agencies, a large 
amount of stress may be placed upon current ICT sys-
tems and solutions which presently carry the burden of 
processing, analysing and archiving data. Government 
agencies will need to manage these new requirements 
efficiently in order to deliver net benefits through the 
adoption of new technologies.

LITERATURE SURVEY:

Dynamic networks have recently being recognized as 
a powerful abstraction to model and represent the 
temporal changes and dynamic aspects of the data 
underlying many complex systems. Significant insights 
regarding the stable relational patterns among the en-
tities can be gained by analyzing temporal evolution of 
the complex entity relations. This can help identify the 
transitions from one conserved state to the next and 
may provide evidence to the existence of external fac-
tors that are responsible for changing the stable rela-
tional patterns in these networks. 

This paper presents a new data mining method that an-
alyzes the time-persistent relations or states between 
the entities of the dynamic networks and captures all 
maximal non-redundant evolution paths of the stable 
relational states. Experimental results based on mul-
tiple datasets from real-world applications show that 
the method is efficient and scalable.

Web crawlers are essential to many Web applications, 
such as Web search engines, Web archives, and Web 
directories, which maintain Web pages in their local re-
positories. In this paper, we study the problem of crawl 
scheduling that biases crawl ordering toward impor-
tant pages. We propose a set of crawling algorithms 
for effective and efficient crawl ordering by prioritizing 
important pages with the well-known PageRank as the 
importance metric. 

In order to score URLs, the proposed algorithms utilize 
various features, including partial link structure, inter-
host links, page titles, and topic relevance. We conduct 
a large-scale experiment using publicly available data 
sets to examine the effect of each feature on crawl 
ordering and evaluate the performance of many algo-
rithms. The experimental results verify the efficacy of 
our schemes. In particular, compared with the repre-
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One of the fundamental characteristics of the Big Data 
is the huge volume of data represented by heteroge-
neous and diverse dimensionalities. This huge volume 
of data comes from various sites like Twitter, MySpace, 
Orkut and LinkedIn etc.

B. Decentralized control:

Autonomous data sources with distributed and decen-
tralized controls are a main characteristic of Big Data 
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able to generate and collect information without in-
volving (or relying on) any centralized control. This is 
similar to the World Wide Web (WWW) setting where 
each web server provides a certain amount of informa-
tion and each server is able to fully function without 
necessarily relying on other servers.
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amples of complex data types are bills of materials, 
word processing documents, maps, time-series, im-
ages and video. Such combined characteristics suggest 
that Big Data require a “big mind” to consolidate data 
for maximum values.

IMPLEMENTATION:

Integrating and mining biodata:

We have integrated and mined biodata from multiple 
sources to decipher and utilize the structure of biologi-
cal networks to shed new insights on the functions of 
biological systems. We address the theoretical under-
pinnings and current and future enabling technolo-
gies for integrating and mining biological networks. 
We have expanded and integrated the techniques and 
methods in information acquisition, transmission, and 
processing for information networks. We have devel-
oped methods for semantic-based data integra-tion, 
automated hypothesis generation from mined data, 
and automated scalable analytical tools to evaluate 
simulation results and refine models.
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HACE:

 Big Data starts with large-volume, heterogeneous, au-
tonomous sources with distributed and decentralized 
control, and seeks to explore complex and evolving 
relationships among data.These characteristics make 
it an extreme challenge for discovering useful knowl-
edge from the Big Data. 

In a naïve sense, we can imagine that a number of blind 
men are trying to size up a giant Camel, which will be 
the Big Data in this context. The goal of each blind man 
is to draw a picture (or conclusion) of the Camel ac-
cording to the part of information he collects during 
the process. 

Because each persons  view is limited to his local re-
gion, it is not surprising that the blind men will each 
conclude independently that the camel “feels” like a 
rope, a hose, or a wall, depending on the region each 
of them is limited to. To make the problem even more 
complicated, let us assume that the camel is growing 
rapidly and its pose changes constantly, and each blind 
man may have his own (possible unreliable and inac-
curate) information sources that tell him about biased 
knowledge about the camel (e.g., one blind man may 
exchange his feeling about the camel with another 
blind man, where the exchanged knowledge is inher-
ently biased). 

Exploring the Big Data in this scenario is equivalent to 
aggregating heterogeneous information from differ-
ent sources (blind men) to help draw a best possible 
picture to reveal the genuine gesture of the camel in 
a real-time fashion. Indeed, this task is not as simple 
as asking each blind man to describe his feelings about 
the camel and then getting an expert to draw one sin-
gle picture with a combined view, concerning that each 
individual may speak a different language (heteroge-
neous and diverse information sources) and they may 
even have privacy concerns about the messages they 
deliberate in the information exchange process. The 
term Big Data literally concerns about data volumes, 
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Group influence and interactions:

Employing group influence and information diffu- »
sion models, and deliberating group interaction rules 
in social networks using dynamic game theory.

Studying interactive individual selection and effect  »
evaluations under social networks affected by group 
emotion, and analyzing emotional interactions and in-
fluence among individuals and groups, and

Establishing an interactive influence model and its  »
computing methods for social network groups, to re-
veal the interactive influence effects and evolution of 
social networks.

CONCLUSION:

Driven by real-world applications and key industrial 
stakeholders and initialized by national funding agen-
cies, managing and mining Big Data have shown to be 
a challenging yet very compelling task. While the term 
Big Data literally concerns about data volumes, our 
HACE theorem suggests that the key characteristics 
of the Big Data are 1) huge with heterogeneous and 
diverse data sources, 2) autonomous with distributed 
and decentralized control, and 3) complex and evolv-
ing in data and knowledge associations. Such com-
bined characteristics suggest that Big Data require a 
“big mind” to consolidate data for maximum values .To 
explore Big Data, we have analyzed several challenges 
at the data, model, and system levels. 

To support Big Data mining, high-performance com-
puting platforms are required, which impose system-
atic designs to unleash the full power of the Big Data. 
At the data level, the autonomous information sources 
and the variety of the data collection environments, 
often result in data with complicated conditions, such 
as missing/uncertain values. In other situations, privacy 
concerns, noise, and errors can be introduced into the 
data, to produce altered data copies. Developing a safe 
and sound information sharing protocol is a major chal-
lenge. At the model level, the key challenge is to gen-
erate global models by combining locally discovered 
patterns to form a unifying view. This requires carefully 
designed algorithms to analyze model correlations be-
tween distributed sites, and fuse decisions from mul-
tiple sources to gain a best model out of the Big Data.

Big Data Fast Response:

We propose to build a stream-based Big Data analytic 
framework for fast response and real-time decision 
making.

•Designing Big Data sampling mechanisms to reduce 
Big Data volumes to a   manageable size for process-
ing 

•Building prediction models from Big Data streams. 
Such models can adaptively adjust to the dynamic 
changing of the data, as well as accurately predict the 
trend of the data in the future; and

• A knowledge indexing framework to ensure real-
time data monitoring and classification for Big Data ap-
plications.

Pattern matching and mining:

We perform a systematic investigation on pattern 
matching, pattern mining with wildcards, and applica-
tion problems as follows:

Exploration of the NP-hard complexity of the match-* 
ing and mining problems,

Multiple patterns matching with wildcards,• 

Approximate pattern matching and mining, and• 

Application of our research onto ubiquitous person-• 
alized information processing and bioinformatics.

Key technologies for integration and mining:

We have performed an investigation on the availabil-
ity and statistical regularities of multisource, massive 
and dynamic information, including cross-media search 
based on information extraction, sampling, uncertain 
informa-tion querying, and cross-domain and cross-
platform information polymerization. To break through 
the limitations of traditional data mining methods, we 
have studied heterogeneous information discovery and 
mining in complex inline data, mining in data streams, 
multigranularity knowledge discovery from massive 
multisource data, distribution regula-rities of massive 
knowledge, quality fusion of massive knowledge.
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At the system level, the essential challenge is that a 
Big Data mining framework needs to consider com-
plex relationships between samples, models, and data 
sources, along with their evolving changes with time 
and other possible factors. A system needs to be care-
fully designed so that unstructured data can be linked 
through their complex relationships to form useful 
patterns, and the growth of data volumes and item 
relationships should help form legitimate patterns to 
predict the trend and future.We regard Big Data as an 
emerging trend and the need for Big Data mining is 
arising in all science and engineering domains. With Big 
Data technologies, we will hopefully be able to provide 
most relevant and most accurate social sensing feed-
back to better understand our society at real time. We 
can further stimulate the participation of the public au-
diences in the data production circle for societal and 
economical events. The era of Big Data has arrived.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT:

Open nature of Big Data systems exposes them to mali-
cious activity. Building trust relationships among peers 
can mitigate attacks of malicious peers. In future we 
can enhance the system with distributed algorithms 
that enable a peer to reason about trustworthiness of 
other peers based on past interactions and recommen-
dations. Peers create their own trust network in their 
proximity by using local information available and do 
not try to learn global trust information. Two contexts 
of trust, service, and recommendation contexts are de-
fined to measure trustworthiness in providing services 
and giving recommendations. Interactions and recom-
mendations are evaluated based on importance, re-
centness, and peer satisfaction parameters. Addition-
ally, recommender’s trustworthiness and confidence 
about a recommendation are considered while evalu-
ating recommendations. Simulation experiments on a 
file sharing application show that the proposed model 
can mitigate attacks on 16 different malicious behavior 
models. In the experiments, good peers were able to 
form trust relationships in their proximity and isolate 
malicious peers.
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Group influence and interactions:

Employing group influence and information diffu- »
sion models, and deliberating group interaction rules 
in social networks using dynamic game theory.

Studying interactive individual selection and effect  »
evaluations under social networks affected by group 
emotion, and analyzing emotional interactions and in-
fluence among individuals and groups, and

Establishing an interactive influence model and its  »
computing methods for social network groups, to re-
veal the interactive influence effects and evolution of 
social networks.

CONCLUSION:

Driven by real-world applications and key industrial 
stakeholders and initialized by national funding agen-
cies, managing and mining Big Data have shown to be 
a challenging yet very compelling task. While the term 
Big Data literally concerns about data volumes, our 
HACE theorem suggests that the key characteristics 
of the Big Data are 1) huge with heterogeneous and 
diverse data sources, 2) autonomous with distributed 
and decentralized control, and 3) complex and evolv-
ing in data and knowledge associations. Such com-
bined characteristics suggest that Big Data require a 
“big mind” to consolidate data for maximum values .To 
explore Big Data, we have analyzed several challenges 
at the data, model, and system levels. 

To support Big Data mining, high-performance com-
puting platforms are required, which impose system-
atic designs to unleash the full power of the Big Data. 
At the data level, the autonomous information sources 
and the variety of the data collection environments, 
often result in data with complicated conditions, such 
as missing/uncertain values. In other situations, privacy 
concerns, noise, and errors can be introduced into the 
data, to produce altered data copies. Developing a safe 
and sound information sharing protocol is a major chal-
lenge. At the model level, the key challenge is to gen-
erate global models by combining locally discovered 
patterns to form a unifying view. This requires carefully 
designed algorithms to analyze model correlations be-
tween distributed sites, and fuse decisions from mul-
tiple sources to gain a best model out of the Big Data.

Big Data Fast Response:

We propose to build a stream-based Big Data analytic 
framework for fast response and real-time decision 
making.

•Designing Big Data sampling mechanisms to reduce 
Big Data volumes to a   manageable size for process-
ing 

•Building prediction models from Big Data streams. 
Such models can adaptively adjust to the dynamic 
changing of the data, as well as accurately predict the 
trend of the data in the future; and

• A knowledge indexing framework to ensure real-
time data monitoring and classification for Big Data ap-
plications.

Pattern matching and mining:

We perform a systematic investigation on pattern 
matching, pattern mining with wildcards, and applica-
tion problems as follows:

Exploration of the NP-hard complexity of the match-* 
ing and mining problems,

Multiple patterns matching with wildcards,• 

Approximate pattern matching and mining, and• 

Application of our research onto ubiquitous person-• 
alized information processing and bioinformatics.

Key technologies for integration and mining:

We have performed an investigation on the availabil-
ity and statistical regularities of multisource, massive 
and dynamic information, including cross-media search 
based on information extraction, sampling, uncertain 
informa-tion querying, and cross-domain and cross-
platform information polymerization. To break through 
the limitations of traditional data mining methods, we 
have studied heterogeneous information discovery and 
mining in complex inline data, mining in data streams, 
multigranularity knowledge discovery from massive 
multisource data, distribution regula-rities of massive 
knowledge, quality fusion of massive knowledge.
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At the system level, the essential challenge is that a 
Big Data mining framework needs to consider com-
plex relationships between samples, models, and data 
sources, along with their evolving changes with time 
and other possible factors. A system needs to be care-
fully designed so that unstructured data can be linked 
through their complex relationships to form useful 
patterns, and the growth of data volumes and item 
relationships should help form legitimate patterns to 
predict the trend and future.We regard Big Data as an 
emerging trend and the need for Big Data mining is 
arising in all science and engineering domains. With Big 
Data technologies, we will hopefully be able to provide 
most relevant and most accurate social sensing feed-
back to better understand our society at real time. We 
can further stimulate the participation of the public au-
diences in the data production circle for societal and 
economical events. The era of Big Data has arrived.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT:

Open nature of Big Data systems exposes them to mali-
cious activity. Building trust relationships among peers 
can mitigate attacks of malicious peers. In future we 
can enhance the system with distributed algorithms 
that enable a peer to reason about trustworthiness of 
other peers based on past interactions and recommen-
dations. Peers create their own trust network in their 
proximity by using local information available and do 
not try to learn global trust information. Two contexts 
of trust, service, and recommendation contexts are de-
fined to measure trustworthiness in providing services 
and giving recommendations. Interactions and recom-
mendations are evaluated based on importance, re-
centness, and peer satisfaction parameters. Addition-
ally, recommender’s trustworthiness and confidence 
about a recommendation are considered while evalu-
ating recommendations. Simulation experiments on a 
file sharing application show that the proposed model 
can mitigate attacks on 16 different malicious behavior 
models. In the experiments, good peers were able to 
form trust relationships in their proximity and isolate 
malicious peers.
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